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NEED TO KNOW 8/30/2017
 

G. Edward Griffin's Essential News & Analysis
 
 
Houston Mayor Told People There Was No Need to Evacuate for Hurricane Harvey
Despite Texas Governor Abbott declaring a state of disaster from the effects of Hurricane Harvey,
the mayor of Houston, Sylvester Turner, advised citizens to stay put. [...]
 

 
Antifa Attack Peaceful Latino Man in San Francisco Park While Police Do Nothing
Joey Gibson, a Latino man, was attacked by Antifa and pepper sprayed five times while self-
proclaimed moderate liberals stood by with love signs while he was assaulted. [...]
 

 
North Korea Fired Another Missile – This Time over Japan
President Trump and Japanese PM Shinzo Abe requested an urgent meeting of the UN Security
Council. The launch followed military games between the US and Japan. [...]
 

 
California Kindergarten Students Receive Lesson on Sex Change
Two parents who objected were afraid to be identified for fear of retaliation. One child was sent to
the principal’s office for calling the transitional child by the male name. [...]
 

 
Republican Governor Signs Bill to Make Illinois a Sanctuary State
The Governor says the bill is a two-page compromise from a 40-page bill filled with additional
restrictions on police. [...]
 

 
Man Who Claimed He Was Stabbed over Neo-Nazi Haircut Admits He Lied
When police showed him surveillance video footage, he confessed to making up the story. If he is
convicted on the charge of false reporting of a crime, he could face a fine of up to $2,650 and up to
one-year in jail. [...]
 

 
FBI Denies FOIA Request for Hillary Documents Due to “Lack of Public Interest”
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The FBI denied the FOIA request, saying that he failed to demonstrate that the public interest in
those documents outweighs the personal privacy interests of Hillary. [...]
 

 
How One RX Drug Ignited Addiction Epidemic That Kills 60,000 Americans Per Year
Purdue Pharma reportedly collaborated with the national hospital accreditation agency to change its
pain management plan, which drives doctors to prescribe opioids. [...]
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